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1 Aesop. The Gnat and the Lion. (Circle Press) Aesop.
The Gnat and the Lion. Guildford, England: Circle
Press, 1982. Printed wrapper. First Edition. 4to, 8pp.,
illustrated with two relief prints. One of 100 copies
signed by Legge in pencil. Designed and printed by the
artists on 300 gsm Somerset rag-made paper, bound in
brown cardboard covers with black lettering on front and
sewn with white thread. Fine.

$250

DontDelete

2 Alain-fournier (Henri Alban Alain-fournier). Le Grand
Meaulnes. Emile-Paul Frères, 1946. Edition illustrée
de 46 eaux-fortes de Frelaut. Copy #110 signed by
Frelaut. Entire edition 225 plus a few hors commerce:
175 as our numbered from #51-225; the first 50 copies
have a signed suite of the 46 etchings printed on velin de
Lana.
Quarto. Bound by Creuzevault in green morocco with
lattice-work panels of tan and gold for upper cover.
Center panel of green, edged in gold and lettered in black
and gold “Le Grand Meaulnes.” Spine lettered in gold.
Matching chemise & slipcase. See catalogue Henri
Creuzevault, 1905-1971 #89, 90 (1987)
Le Grand Meaulnes ...remains still – the most
delicate rendering so far achieved in literature of the
romantic adolescent consciousness: with the
enchanted lost domain to escape to in the opening
part of the novel and a tale of idealistic aspirations
and self-sacrafice to follow, it could not fail to win
over a vast reading public appalled or bemused by
the social and moral confusion of the post-war
world. (Gibson).

DontDelete

Full Description:

$5,000
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3 Augustine, Saint,(354-430 ad- Ignatius, Saint,
Bishop of Antioch). Unless the Grain Die.
Worcester: Stanbrook Abbey, 1961 Ref: V & A
Stanbrook Abbey Exhib, 66. #15 of 40 copies:
(Total edition 200 numbered copies: comprising
40 copies as this on Twelve by Eight Silurian
paper handmade by John Mason, bound in full
leather. 160 regular copies on J. F. Head's
Linda Badger handmade paper, Silurian
endpapers and two half-titles)
Decorations by Margaret Adams, printed at the
Stanbrook Abbey Press, bound by George
Percival & Rigby Graham. .
“Unless a grain of wheat falls to the ground and
dies, it remains just a grain of wheat, but if it
dies, it bears much fruit.” He tries to explain that
only through His death can He bear the fruit
that He came to bear.”
A beautifull printed and bound book from the
Stanbrook Abbey press.

DontDelete
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4 Bens, Jacques (1931-2001). . Le pain perdu.

eaux-fortes originales de Proszynska
Publication: [S.l.]: [s. n.], impr. 1980 Paris,
Aux dépens d'un Amateur, 1980. Copy #41
on Arches with etchings by Annie
Proszynska numbered and signed : Entire
edition 65 copies:1 special copy. 19 with
two suites of the 20 engravings; 40 with a
signed engraving, as this; 5 marked H.C.
All copies signed by artist and author.
Sm oblong quarto ( 9 1/4" x 6"). Original
wrappers. Unbound, folded prints in
accordion style with 20 engravings and text
on adjacent pages some engravings printed
in relief, some onlaid. Fine copy in original
slipcase and box.
DontDelete
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5 Blow, John (Marie Laurencin, designer). . Venus

and Adonis. Venus and Adonis by John
Blow (English composer 1649-1708). (Paris:
L'Oiseau Lyre chez. Louise B.M. Dyer, 1939) #57 of
350. Three items consisting of musical score (95p);
(2) musical 5 parts for ensemble of instruments; (3)
Album of prints in color of costumes by Marie
Laurencin.
Quarto. 10 ½ x 12 ½". The original 1682 work by
Blow was called a masque for the entertainment of
the king, but the music follows the form on an opera
based on the French style of Lully consisting here of
an overture, a prologue and three acts. The libretto is
anonymous or the author’s name is lost. The music
comes from B.M. Add. Mss 22100
DontDelete
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6 (Chagall, Marc) Claire Goll. Journal d'un Cheval.
Paris, Manuel Bruker, 1952. Copy 111 of 150 on
Rives, unsigned as issued. ( Entire edition 200: 50
on Van Gelder, the first 25 with a suite, 150 as this
copy). Quarto. 9 3/4" x 12" x 32.5 x 25mm.
Unbound as issued in wrappers and original brown
wove boards with ribbons. Fine. With wood
engraved cover in color designed and cut by Robert
Blanchet. Two original etchings and four
lithographs after Chagall.
Claire Studer Goll (ne: Klara Aischmann,)
(Nuremberg 1891-1977 Paris). Calire Goll was a
poet, left-wing journalist, and antiwar activist
associated with many French Surrealist writers and
artists. Wife of Ivan Goll (ne: Isaac Lang). ( SaintDié Vosges 1891-1950 Paris).
*Strachan, The Artist and the Book in France. P.327
(1969) " Robert Blanchetproduced a notable cover
design -a stylized horse- that announces the style
and the medium of the book.”

DontDelete
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7 (Dufy, Raoul, 1877-1953). Montfort, Eugene. . La
Belle-Enfant ou l'Amour à Quarante Ans.. Paris:
Ambroise Vollard, 1930 . #163 of 340 copies
(Entire edition 390 copies: 60 with suites; 35 on
Japan supernacre; 244 as this copy; 50 hors
commerce).
Loose as issued. Page size 13.2 x 10.2 inches;
overall size 14 x 11 x 2.5 inches Illustrated with
110 original etchings by Raoul Dufy, 94 of
which are 1/2 or full page plates, 41 hors-texte,
loose in pictorial wrapper folder. Fine copy,
Brown buckram folding box.
Garvey notes in The Artist & The Book" #93
"In search of accuracy of detail for La BelleEnfant, one of the most celebrated of Dufy's
illustrated books, he made preliminary studies
in Marseilles, the locale of the novel.”
Vollard recounts the determination of Dufy to
get exactly the right images he wanted. “His
conscientioiusness was extraordinary. After
several journeys to Marseilles – a Marseilles
that is beginning to disappear, which adds still
more to the interst of these illustrations – just as
he was about to engrave one of the last plates,
representing Aline’s salon, the artists felt
doubtful. ...He decided to go to Marseilles...
again.” (257-8)
References: Chapon p. 281; Kornfeld 152/62;
Skira 107; Rauch 47; "From Manet to
Hockney"85; Strachan,W.J. The Artists and the
Book in France. Vollard, Ambroise.
Recollections of Picture Dealer (1936); The arts
of the French book 1900-1965 (1967): #15.
DontDelete
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8 Duncan, Isadora. Soixante-Douze Planches par Jose
Clara avec Une Presentation de Georges-A. Denis.

Paris: Reider, 1928. Limited ed. of 474 copies, of
which this in no. 466. Folio. 72 Loose plates in color
and black, as issued in folder with 10pp. of text.
Soixante-Soixante-Douze Planches is a beautiful
collection of 72 collotype reproductions of Clara's
drawings, gouaches, and pen sketches of Isadora.
These illustrations show the full range of attitudes
and expressions of Duncan, done by Clara who
knew Duncan personally. The lovely color plates,
which are interspersed among the black and white in
this collection, are among the most collected of
Duncan illustrations.
An eight page preface by Georges Denis discusses
the phenomenon of Isadora in her time, as well as
the artist Jose Clara, who had watched Isadora dance
since 1913. The preface also forms a tribute to
Isadora, who died in 1927. The collotypes were
printed at Societe de Gravure et d'Impression d'Art
and the text at l'Imprimerie Ducros & Colas, Paris
DontDelete
$1,500
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9 Flynn, Danny (Author) & Eri Funazaki (Illustrator).
Stepping out of the Box. Printed by Danny Flynn & Eri
Funazaki, 2007. Limited edition #4 of 15. (Seven books
have been completed; five books were sold).
Concertina book housed in a full-leather flat back dropback box (mid brown) with "A survival kit." 110 x115 x
50. All text and illustrations printed in letterpress on
Adana 8-5. Text on Fabriano Roma (hand-made) and
hand-made paper. Illustrations on Somerset 250gsm
Antique (CP) and Arches Aquarelle 185gsm (HP). Hand
gold tooling on illustration. Gold tooling, blind tooling,
ink-in and inlays on the box. “The little man is finally
stepping out of his troubled but sweet home.”

DontDelete

$1,000

10 Galanis; Ronsard. Amours de Marie, Les . Paris: Le
livre d'Art, 1944. No. 88 of 150 copies printed for R.
Buthaud, with his bookplate. Large quarto. (9 1/4 x 11
1/4"). Contemporary three quarter camel morocco, gilt
spine, with raised bands, bound by Simier. Open slipcase.
With 25 original etchings by the Greek artist Demetrios
Galanis who was a friend of Henri Matisse. Printed by
Madame Mau Ric Berard and Robert De Billy.

DontDelete
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11 Guillevic, Eugène. . Guitare. Gravures sur bois de
Gérard Blanchet. Paris: Les Bibliophiles de France
(1982). #5 of 160 for Paul Beigelman, signed by author
and artist.
Eight original color woodcuts, of which two are double
page Unbound, as issued. Wrappers, sleeve and slipcase
10 1/4" x 13 3/4", An elegant book.

$750

DontDelete
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12 Guillevic, Eugène. (1907-1997). Racines.

Poèmes de Guillevic. . Engraved by Robert
Blanchet. Paris: Privately printed. 1973.
Copy #12 of 15 with a suite of signed
etchings. Entire edition 220: 10 with two
suites; 15 with one suite as this; 175 regular
and 20 hors commerce.
8vo. (6 3/4" x 9 3/4"). Unbound text
illustrated with original color engravings
signed by author and artist. in loose
signature, as issued. Plus a suite of the
engravings signed by the artist, #12 of 15
copies on Richard de Bas paper. In folder.
The two volumes in original decorated
wrappers. Open slipcase.
DontDelete
Golden Legend, Inc.
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13 Heine, Heinrich. (1799-1856). . Der Rabbi von
Bacherach . mit Originallithographien von Max
Liebermann. Berlin: Im Prophlaen Verlag, 1923.
#279 of 400 with signed frontispiece and limitation
page by Liebermann and 17 full or partial page
lithographs in black. (The first 100 were printed on
Japan Vellum).
The Rabbi of Bacharach, set in the middle ages,
is the beginning of Heine’s unfinished novel that
describes the ordeal of Rabbi Abraham and his wife
in the small town of Bacharach, Germany along the
Mainz river. Gentiles come to the Passover Seder in
order to secretly plant a body of a Christian child.
They will accuse the Rabbi of ritual murder. Then
when he is taken away, they will rob his home. The
rabbi and his “schönne” [beautiful] Sarah manage to
leave their home during an interval in the seder and
run to the river docks. They are then transported (for
a fee) down the Main to Frankfurt where they enter
into the Jewish quarter without incident. In tha
quarter, life is fully described with all its variety and
color.
This unfinished story remains popular because it
pictures life in the medieval Jewish community with
detailed description of worship, customs, and
pecking orders, as well as, dress, manners and a
variety of activities within the Jewish quarter.
Max Liebermann’s realistic sketchbook style depicts
scenes with a charcoal drawing-like simplicity. The
stark depiction creates an atmosphere of dark
foreboding.
DontDelete

Full Description:
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14 (Iliazd) Jehan-François de Boissière. . Traité du

Balet.

[Iliazd; Ilia Zdanevitch]. Jehan-François de

Boissière. Traité du Balet. Illustré de gravures à
l'eau-forte par Marie-Laure [de Noailles] mis en
page par Iliazd. [Paris: Le Degré Quarante et un,
1953]. No. 2 of 15 copies on Chine, signed by the
illustrator Marie-Laure and Iliazd (Total edition: 50
copies: 35 on Japon; 15 as this; 6 copies for copyright
purposes).
Folio (11 1/8 x 15 1/4") (105 x 207 mm). With 66
original etchings by Marie-Laure de Noailles,
including 22 full page and 44 in the text. Unbound, as
issued in wrappers, vellum covers with reproduction of
Boissière's signature on the front.
Iliazd is assured a “permanent place in the history of the
livre

d’artiste”

(Strachan,

294).

“Iliazd

deserves

recognition for his unique aesthetic contribution to
twentieth century livres d’artiste . . . . Iliazd made books
first and foremost as the unique expression of deeply held
beliefs, because they were the single medium in which he
could give form to the many aspects ofhis intellectual and
aesthetic interests” (Drucker, 73).
“Iliazd was among the most important publishers of
livres d’artistes in the twentieth century . . . .After early
books where he experimented with Russian constructivist
typography he moved on to fine editions with exceptional
artists . . .” (Kelly et al, 78).

DontDelete

Full Description:
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15 Jacob, Max. Le nom. Liege: A la Lampe
d'Aladdin, 1926. Original edition. Copy #2
inscribed “ respectueux hommage, quels
meilleurs procédés pour enchanter le père que
celui d'aimer ses enfants. Max Jacob '39" and
with an original drawing by Jacob pasted in as
frontispiece. Entire edition 395: 1 unique; 20
copies on Japon numbered 2-21 (as this) Paris.
(5" x 7") Original wrappers, glassine, card
slipcase. Very fine, unopened.
The story concerns a girl who is named Saskia
much against her mother’s wishes. The
inscription reflects Jacob’s intention of writing a
playful parable for a young person “What better
processes todelight the father than to love his
children”
“Painter René Rimbert mentioned in a letter to
Jacob that if his expected child were to be a
girl, he would name her Saskia after
Rembrandts’s young wife. In his answer Jacob
pointed out that Saskia is not a Christian name
and that it is important not to subject a child to
lifelong ridicule. This exchange of letters gave
him the impetus to write the charming story.”
(P.188 Black & Green).
.
DontDelete

Full Description:

$1,500
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16 (Orlik, Emil). Tilla Durieux spielen und traumen mit
funf radierungen und einer lithographie von Emil
Orlik. Berlin: Galerie Flechtheim, 1922. No. 66 of

125 copies signed by Tilla Durieux and Emil Orlik.
Sm folio, vellum backed-boards, slightly rubbed.
With five original etchings and one lithograph, each
signed by Orlik.
Durieux trained in Vienna, her native town, and got
her first engagement in Bresla in 1902. Later she
worked with Max Reinhardt and Erwin Piscator in
Berlin. In 1912 she played Circe in Calderon’s
comedy of the same name. In 1913 she played Frank
Wedekind's Lulu in Munich.
Tilla Durieux was the first to perform Oscar
Wilde's Salome on the stage and also the
first Eliza Doolittle in Shaw's Pygmalion. In
1914 she made her film debut in the silent
movie.
The artist Emil Orlik (b Prague, 21 July 1870; d
Berlin, 28 Sept 1932) was a German printmaker
and painter of Czech origin. Most notable in his
art career were two periods in Berlin.
Immediately after arriving in Berlin in 1905 he
formed a close connection with the theatre
director Max Reinhardt (1873-1943). Orlik
worked on a series of set and costume designs
for productions at Reinhardts "German Theatre"
where he had occasion to sketch playwrights,
including Gerhardt Hauptmann, Maxmilian
Harden, Luigi Pirandello, Frank Wedekind and
Oskar Kokoschka. He also often drew sketches
of the outstanding actors in Reinhardts group:
Paul Wegener, Werner Krauss, Max
DontDelete

Full Description:

$2,500
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17 Palaemon Press. Northern

Lights. Northern

Lights. Palaemon Press, 1983. Copy #51 of 55
copies (entire edition 75: 55 as this; 20 hors
commerce). Each broadside signed by its author.
15 broadside poems, each 9 x 14" printed on art
paper in black with titles in red; with half sheet
justification page numbered in pencil. Broadsides
laid into original quarter-cloth and marbled board
folder with flaps and ties. Leather label Northern
Lights - Palaemon. Fine copy.
The poems all original and not previously published.
Philip Booth. Beyond Equinox.
John Ciardi. Audit at Key West.
Donald Davie. Church of Ireland for Barbara
Hayley.
Anthony Hecht. Humoresque. Passengers will
please refrain from flushing toilets while the train is
standing in the station. I love you.
James Merrill. Sentimental colloquy
W.S. Merwin. Berryman.
Howard Moss. To the Islands.
Howard Nemerov. The Air Force Museum at
Dayton.
Karl Shapiro. The Sawdust Logs for Bill Everson.
Louis Simpson. The Unwritten Poem.
W.D. Snodgrass. Mutability.
Radcliffe Squires. The Envoy.
DontDelete

Full Description:

$1,500
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18 Ponge, Francis. Le parti pris de choses.

Fragments. . Gravures de Nathalie Grall. Paris: Le
Cent une, 2004. #77 of 101 (entire edition) for a member
of the all-female Le Cent Une. Signed by both artist &
author. Thirteen full-page engravings in color. With a
suite of prints on Chine.#8 of 15 each signed by artist.
12" x 12 3/4". Unbound, as issued. Wrappers, sleeve
and slipcase. As new.
The artist: Nathalie Grall France Born in: 1961 Born in
1961 in Compiègne, Nathalie Grall lives and works in
Lille. She graduated from the Institut d’Arts Visuels
d’Orléans (1984) and the ENSBA Paris (1986). She
received numerous distinctions for her work, such as :
Prix Grav’x, 1989, Prix de la Jeune Gravure du Salon
d'Automne, 1992, FIACRE scholarship, DRAC NordPas-de-Calais, 1998, 3rd Prize at the biennale de SaintMaur in 2005 and 2007.
Nathalie Grall was invited for a residency in Brazil for
the French Year in Brazil in 2009; she was also invited to
take part in the engraving exhibition "Pointe et burin",
Fondation Taylor, Paris, 2013. More recently, Nathalie
Grall received the Support Prize of the Académie des
Beaux-Arts de Paris in 2013 and the Prix Paul Gonnand
of the Fondation Taylor in 2015.
Les Cent Une Une has the distinction of bringing
together only bibliophile women, the limit being g one
hundred and one members. For almost a century, they
have been publishing books sought after by booksellers
and lovers of fine works, alwasys combining unpublished
text with original engravings. Le

parti pris de

choses is their selection for 2004
DontDelete
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19 (Saunders, Brittany, Illustrator). Yeats,William Butler.
Lapis Lazuli. [Los Angeles, 2004]. Unique manuscript
book. Chalk and water-colors and black ink calligraphy
on hand-made paper. Folio (14 1/2 x 10") 12 pages, 6 of
text, 6 of illustrations, facing each other. Protected in
black, decorated cloth folder. An evocative representation
of William Butler Yeats' great poem.
Brittany Sanders is a talented young artist who already
has placed her unique artists books in the collections of
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, The Museum of
Modern Art, the New York Public Library, and in the
special collections departments of Yale, Brown, Stanford
and UCLA. Her publications include; I was There:
Rumor Fable Exploit (2002); Pickle the Parrot (2000).
Her Last Night we Were Awoke: Lewis & Clark Memory of a Journey (2003) was featured in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art's 2004 exhibition
Highlights of the Permanent Collection 1450 to the
Present.

DontDelete
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20 (Utrillo, Maurice). Bove Emmanuel (20 April 1898 - 19
July 1945). Bécon-les-Bruyères. Portrait de la France.

Paris: Emile-Paul Frères, 1927. #14 of 50 copies

on Japon and with frontis in two states:
Japon and Holland. (Entire edition: 1650: 50
on Japan imperial with frontis is two states as ours,
100 of van Galder; 1500 on Lafuma.) 8vo. 3f, 62p,
2f. Lithograph printed in black (signed Maurice
Utrillo V. in reverse on the stone. page size 7 7/8 x
5 3/8”.

Printed by R. Coulouma. 8vo. Bound in

full blue morocco inlaid with center panels of lightblue polished calf, ruled in gilt. Blue and gold
patterned endpapesr. Open leather-tipped slipcase.
Original cover bound in. By Alix
Emmanuel Bove ( Emmanuel Bobovnikoff. Paris b.
1898. d.1945 Paris) Wrote popular novels under the
name of Jean Vallois. In the 1920s his work came
to the attention of Colette, who helped him publish
his first novel under his own name, Mes amis in
1924. The novel became a success and he
consistently published until the the Second World
War, winning the prix Figuière
One of a series Portraits de la France published by
Émile-Paul Frères and illustrated by such painters as
Dufy, Dunoyer de Segonzac and Friesz in the 1920s.
Garvey notes of Utrillio’s frontispeice. “At his time
Utrillio’s Paris views had a freshness later lost...”
Artist and the book in France #308.

DontDelete
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21 Valéry, Paul. . Degas Danse Dessin. . Valéry,

Paul. Degas Danse Dessin. Paris: Ambroise
Vollard, 1936. Edition of 325 copies, this is
#75.

10" x 13 ½”. Original wrappers,

protective sleeve backed in vellum and
lettered Paul Valery Degas. With 26
aquatint-etchings in color, tone or black
engraved on copper by Maurice Potin, after
original pastel or chalk drawings by Degas.
Degas Danse Dessin pictures ballet dancers
in costume and in the nude, subject matter
for which Degas was famous. Published by
Ambroise Vollard in a livre d’artiste that
brings forth Degas’ original drawings and
monotypes in fidelity.* Vollard writes “I had
to find an artist capable of fathoming the
sensitiveness of [Degas’] drawing, the
subtlety of his tone. I turned to the paintergraver Maurice Potin who accomplished
wonders. He spared neither time nor
trouble.” Potin often “had to engrave as
many as three different copper plates to
capture the rich, feathery effect of Degas’s
monotypes. Six years were required for the
project. “In his superbly engraved plates of
aquatint-etching Potin has preserved the rich
black and pastel colors of the original.”
(Johnson p27)
DontDelete
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